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                            Work on your business, not in your business. Pay less and automate the tedious with our easy-to-use order management system.
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                            Don’t risk your products or your clients. Offer LABL package protection that reflects your brand - in appearance and quality.
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                            Control your package’s journey, and let your customers do it too. LABL package tracking is ridiculously accurate & customizable to your brand.
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                            Give the people the return policy they want, and don’t lose a dime doing it. Reduce eCommerce’s most annoying adversary to just a few clicks with LABL Return.
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                            Stop betting on what your customers want. Discover why they buy from you, how they feel, and what they will do next with LABL analytics.
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                            RESTful API. Simple setup, start shipping in just a few clicks. Manage all aspects of your eCommerce orders, including: Quote shipping rates, print shipping labels, track shipments
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                    eCommerce powerhouses, 
big & small, that are loving LABL


                    
    
        
                                    
                            
                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                    


                                


                                
                                    G2G Bar

                                    
                                        “Switching to LABL was the best decision we could’ve made for our customers’ purchase experience.”
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                                    DIME Beauty Co.

                                    
                                        “LABL has been essential to our process. Our customers depend on their package protection, and we depend on their software.”
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                                    Roe Wellness

                                    
                                        “Our company’s grown and we’ve added new products but, working with LABL, our efficiency’s only increased. They grow with us.”
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                    The purchase experience 
 like nothing you've seen before

                    LABL’s innovative & fully integrated platform builds a world around your clients- one they’ll never want to leave.
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          Compose your LABL. 

          Start now.
        

        
          Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.
Name *
Phone *
Email *
Company URL *
product of interest *LABL Ship
LABL Protect
LABL Analytics
LABL Returns
LABL API
LABL Track


Shipping Volume *Shipping Volume
0-500
501-2000
2001-6000
6001-20000
20001+
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            	(877) 217-7497
	
                support@lablpx.com
              
	Pleasant Grove, UT
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